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WHY NOT USE RATE MY PROFESSORS?

Scheduling of classes and deciding on professors can be a stressful time for students, as they want to ensure they are selecting the right classes for them. Temptation to turn to Rate My Professors and similar sites can be strong because of the convenience. But, typically only the most positive and negative reviews get posted, and the ratings have been found to be biased by instructor’s age, gender, race, perceived sexual orientation, experience, perceived political views, and more.¹ The existence of and perpetuation of these biases run counter to the Clemson University mission and standards of equity.

Additionally, the anonymity of the site and lack of validation of reviewers means that anyone can post a review at any time.² Angry students can post as many negative reviews as they want, whenever they want, and the reader will not know anything about the situation other than the comments portrayed in the review. Students and parents that choose to use Rate My Professors should be critical of reviews. Many reviews may appear sarcastic, scathing, or as outliers, which is a good indicator that those reviews are not a good reflection of the professor overall.²

The majority of reviews on Rate My Professors – and other sites, such as grade distributions - do not take into account the most important question one should be asking when making enrollment decisions: “Will I learn from them?”¹ Studies show that high ratings are directly correlated with high easiness scores – i.e.: the student was more likely to put in minimal work to earn a high grade.³ Though high grades are often commendable, an easy class does not always indicate that the student learned from or benefitted from a course.⁴ Some courses are inherently more difficult, and that does not mean that students do not benefit from those courses. In fact, sometimes the hardest courses are the ones that students benefit from the most in the short-term and in the long-term.

WHAT SHOULD STUDENTS USE INSTEAD?

When searching for the right course to take, students should consult both the semester’s course list and the undergraduate catalog, along with their academic advisors. To help decide which professors to take, checking the syllabus repository⁵ can help students see what kind of content and assignments are commonly used by professors in course sections. Talking to others with direct experience with the course can be beneficial. Try to focus the conversation on topics such as what methods are used in the classroom, rather than just the overall difficulty of the course. Non-anonymous social media groups can also be helpful, as removing the anonymity makes posters less likely to post irrelevant reviews.⁶ Regardless of the course, the section, or the instructor, good academic strategies⁷ and communication are key for student academic success.
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